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The Site C Dam, a large-scale hydroelectric project
to be located on the Peace River, near Fort St
John, would be built 60 metres high and 1,100

metres wide. It would result in an 83km-long reservoir up
to three times the width of the current river. The reservoir
would cover an estimated 9,310 hectares, 5,340 of which
would be newly flooded—that’s the equivalent of around
13 Stanley Parks. Island Tides (February 19th) reported
on economic factors of the project; environmental effects
and First Nations’ issues follow.
Lost Farmland—Changes to the

ALR
Out of the 5,340 affected hectares, the majority is prime
farmland. The project would result in the largest
withdrawal from the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) in
BC’s history.
Bill 24, passed in the BC legislature on March 27, 2014,

split BC into two zones with different rules on removing
and protecting farmland within the ALR. The bill enables
the BC government to use ‘economic, cultural and social
values’, along with, ‘regional and community planning
objectives’ and ‘other prescribed conditions’ to remove
farmland from the ALR in Zone 2 of BC. Zone 2 includes
the Interior, the North and the Kootenays—effectively
opening up the Peace River Valley for Site C.
The Peace River Valley provides a unique

microclimate that allows some crops to grow that
wouldn’t normally be expected to survive that far north—
including corn, field tomatoes, cantaloupe and
watermelon. The area has already lost farmland to the
two other dams—the WAC Bennett Dam and the Peace

Canyon Dam—further up the Peace River. 
With droughts in the United States, food prices have

begun an upward climb. Farmers are worried that the Site
C Dam’s destruction of farmland will compromise BC’s
food security.

Lost Habitat
Not all the land to be flooded is farmland. A large swath
of it is important forest habitat for wildlife—in the air, on
land, and in water. The Site C Dam would contribute to a
loss of fish in two major tributaries to the Peace River—
the populations of migratory bull trout, in the Halfway
River, and the migratory Arctic grayling in the Moberly
River would both be damaged. It is forecasted that
Mountain Whitefish would also disappear from the Peace
River.
The dam—and the resulting reservoir—would pose

risks to birds, local vegetation, and 23 protected wildlife
species as well. Though Site C obtained its provincial
Environmental Assessment Certificate in October of
2014, the environmental review panel stated that it would
have ‘significant adverse effects’ on surrounding life
forms. The panel also concluded that these effects ‘cannot
be mitigated’. 

Landslides—A Shrinking
Reservoir

BCHydro has made it clear that landslides—and the flood
waves they create—will not be a problem at the Site C
Dam, nor will sedimentation. They estimate that about
one million tonnes of sediment—350,000 cubic metres—
will find its way into the reservoir each year from streams

Part II of a Special Report by Natalie Dunsmuir

Site C Dam approval: environmental factors, challengesComplete mapping of eelgrass beds in the waters surrounding
Canada’s islands in the Salish Sea is now available online. The
Islands Trust Fund, SeaChange Marine Conservation Society, and

the Seagrass Conservation Working Group partnered on the three-year
survey to increase local knowledge of the location and condition of the
invaluable eelgrass meadow ecosystem. 
The new maps are intended to support local governments in preventing

habitat loss by providing the information needed to make science-based
decisions about land-use and conservation in shoreline areas.
Eelgrass beds are a nursery habitat for fish, shellfish, birds and

mammals. This vital habitat provides food and protection for over 80% of
the region’s commercially important fish and shellfish species during some
part of their lifecycle. Eelgrass is also an important carbon sink, since it
sequesters carbon at a much faster rate than an equivalent area of forest. 
This marine plant is sensitive to docks, shading, mooring buoys and

anchor chains, hardened shorelines, and contaminated or silt-laden runoff
from land.
To carry out the mapping, an underwater camera, towed by boat,

surveyed the marine environment to locate eelgrass beds. This technique
results in a high level of mapping accuracy, greatly improving upon existing
data and filling in gaps where inventories did not exist. Mayne Island
Conservation Society provided existing data for Mayne Island. Parks Canada
provided data for shorelines of the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve.
Local governments and island communities can use the new maps when

considering community education programs, land-use bylaws and
development applications along the shoreline. Conservation groups can also
use this knowledge to focus their efforts where they are most needed.
The project was funded by the Islands Trust, the Pacific Salmon

Foundation, the Victoria Foundation, Vancity, the Comox Valley Regional
District, the Capital Regional District and Metro Vancouver, the Public
Conservation Assistance Fund and Moonstone Enterprises. 
Learn more at: www.IslandsTrustFund.bc.ca/Eelgrass. 0

Eelgrass bed mapping complete
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Fix The Ferries; Ban The Bridges
Dear Editor:
Bridges won’t solve our problems. For example, if there are so
many jobs in Nanaimo, why do so many Nanaimoites work in
Alberta?
How would high school students benefit from fixed links?

They wouldn’t. They’d be even farther from Nanaimo’s high
schools than Cedar students are, and Cedar fought very hard to
stop the closure of their school because of the negative impacts
on students who live there. And, if School District Nº68 closes
Gabriola Elementary in order to send our kids to half-empty
Cedar Elementary, how would that loss affect us?
Gabriola is better without bridges. I can’t drive directly to the

skating rink, but I do have access to Gabriola’s pristine forests
and beaches. Also, many low-income seniors, artists, and
farmers move to Gabriola. Could these people afford to move
here if housing prices were the same as in Nanaimo? These
demographics make Gabriola a vibrant community with a focus
on education, the arts, and sustainability. We support each
other. The only thing that would make Gabriola better is a
functional ferry system.
Inland BC Ferries are free. Inland people choose to live on

the far side of the lake and we choose to live on islands. What’s
the difference? We’re all British Columbians, aren’t we? The
benefits of a better ferry system are clear.
If bridges were built, who would win? People who want

property values to rise. 
Who would lose? High school students who still wouldn’t be

able to participate in after-school activities. Farmers, artists, and
retirees who couldn’t afford to live here. Tourists who would no
longer come for the island experience. Everyone who doesn’t
want to be Nanaimo’s bedroom community. 
Gabriola’s awesome. This is why I stand for fixing the ferries

and banning the bridges.
Daniel Petersen, Gabriola Island

More on Ferry Ramps
Dear Editor:
Mr Easthope’s concern about movable ramps on the ferries
replacing the Queen of Nanaimo, (letter to editor, Island Tides,
Feb 19) made it obvious that I hadn’t been clear in my
comments about the new ferries. As he mentioned, the original
design had ‘galleries’ with fixed ramps to and from them.
Everyone recognized that the movable ramps, as on the
Cumberland and the Nanaimo, are unwelcome. That’s still the
case with the new ferries, even though the basic design has
changed.
The ramps to the lower deck on the new ferries are fixed

ramps. The movable parts are the sections of the deck that open
up to allow traffic to flow into and out of the lower deck (on the
fixed ramps). The caution we’ve expressed to BC Ferries is that
the hatches be large enough and the ramps at a sufficiently
gradual angle to allow traffic to flow relatively freely into and
out of the lower deck area. As we’ve learned from the inner lanes
on the Queen of Nanaimo, confined access to, through, or out
of any area will slow traffic down. 
We are encouraged that two of our ferry advisory committee

chairs have experienced travelling into and out of similar lower
decks in Europe. In both cases, they indicated access to and
from the lower deck was easy and quite user-friendly. 
The trick will be to have the access on our ferries have that

same degree of user-friendliness.
Brian Hollingshead, SGI Ferry Advisory 

World Development Goals
Dear Editor:
In 2000, the world harnessed incredible energy to develop the
Millennium Development Goals—time-limited targets for
addressing extreme poverty, hunger, disease and lack of shelter,
all the while promoting gender equality, education, and
environmental sustainability. These goals are due for renewal.
Over those 15 years, huge gains have been made in reducing

extreme poverty and improving health and education
worldwide; the gulf between the developed and developing
worlds has never been so small. And despite all the negative
press about the global economy, aid continues to grow, reaching
135 billion dollars in 2013, the highest level ever recorded.
But while the world musters the will to finally confront

humanity’s oldest miseries, as in so many other areas, Canada
fails to assume its global responsibility. While total world aid
increased 6%, Canada’s dropped 11%, and is the lowest of all
major donor nations despite an enviable economy. It is now
barely half of what it was in 1987.
As the new development goals are crafted this year, we have

a chance to change this shameful record and increase aid
funding. It’s time Canada stood up in the world as a mature
nation and assumed its responsibility towards the global poor.

Nathaniel Poole, Victoria
Change Starts At Home

Dear Editor:
Terrorism is defined as ‘the use of violence and intimidation in
the pursuit of political aims’; an apt description of a political
suicide bomber who kills innocent people.
It is also a chillingly accurate description of Western

orchestrated violence—the coups, the bombings and the
invasions—that have taken tens of thousands of innocent lives
in an arc extending from Israel and Palestine to Afghanistan,
from Libya to Syria and especially throughout the oil rich
nations of Iraq and Iran.

Canada and some European nations have repeatedly backed
the United States in imposing its political and economic agenda
on the region, and the tragic result has been the poverty and
despair that fuels the violent backlash we are experiencing
today.
It is a fool’s crusade to believe that we can stop ‘terrorism’ by

employing the same weapons and misguided policies that
created it, anymore than ‘security’ can be won by sacrificing our
rights and freedoms.
Terrorism will never be defeated so long as we perpetrate the

inequality and injustice that lie at its root; until, in Arundhati
Roy’s words, we ‘reimagine a world gone terribly wrong.’
Vanquishing ‘terrorism’ requires that we change the world,

but first, we must change ourselves.
Mike Ward, Duncan  

The Upcoming Election
Dear Editor:
This upcoming federal election can either make or break our
country. We have a lot at stake here in BC and particularly on
these islands. Thousands of people have moved here due to the
environment and its beauty. With flowers already in bloom,
people are waking up everywhere to climate change and the six-
week-earlier-than-normal spring . 
If we are going to preserve what we love for our

grandchildren and their grandchildren then we must stop this
extraction and distribution of a dead fuel and go in the direction
of solar, wind, and water energy.
Loaded tankers and pipelines to fill them are in Prime Minister

Harper’s and Premier Clark’s dreams of deals with China, but
that puts all that we cherish in dire jeopardy—no matter what
kind of propaganda we are fed. The truth is that resource
extraction is killing our garden.
When I review what Harper’s Conservatives have done, what

with robo-calling, the Elections Act, the senate scandals, and
now Bill C-51, I realize that he is not the traditional conservative
who builds this country. 
It is time to create a new government in Ottawa, one that will

take us back to being peacekeepers instead of an aggressive
military nation which has no respect for the environment nor
the democratic way of being able to write or protest freely
against immoral acts of the government representing us.

Len Walker, Deep Bay
Smart Meters Are Helpful

Dear Editor:
I was surprised to read the information in the petition
concerning BCHydro’s use of smart meters. We have really
appreciated our smart meter. We are on equal installment
billing, so our bills are always the same. With our smart meter,
not only can we track annual and monthly power consumption,
but daily or even hourly, whether we are at home or not. It has
enabled us to see exactly how we are using our power and to
make some reductions. Since smart meters, not only has our
power bill gone down, last year we received the $75 Power
Smart rebate for reducing our consumption by more than 10%. 
If we are away in the winter, we expect our power

consumption to increase because we are not there to feed the
woodstove and have to rely on electric heaters to protect the
house from freezing. And, with guests, it often increases in
summer as well.
When many people leave their home for a couple of weeks,

they could turn off their hot water tank, fridge, freezer, cable box
and unplug all the electronic equipment that continues to use
power even when it is turned off. I have not heard of a house
fire caused by a BCHydro smart meter. 
Compared to telephone, cable, and internet bills, we find

hydro to be a bargain. We only need a power outage to show us
how much electric power does for us.

Diana Ludgate, Quadra Island 0
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Local phone books are handy and much-used in many
communities. Volunteer prepared, they offer inexpensive
advertising for local businesses. Here, DG Medwedrich honours
Bob Knapman for his work on the Mayne Island Lions Phone
Book. Under Bob's guidance, the phone book has been a major
annual fundraiser for the island.
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Readers’ Letters

Bridge Free Salish Sea
A version of this letter was sent to Nanaimo Mayor Bill McKay.

Dear Mayor McKay and Councillors:
We represent a large number of Gabriolans who are committed
to ensuring that no fixed links connect Gabriola, Mudge, or any
of the Gulf Islands to Vancouver Island, and/or the mainland.
We are currently gathering signatures—not just from islanders
but other British Columbians as well—on a petition to be
presented in the Legislative Assembly during this spring sitting
by our MLA Doug Routley and the NDP Transportation Critic
Claire Trevena. Our total count is almost 2,000 and we continue
to gather signatures.
We read with concern your Council’s decision to put off

expressing your concerns to the Minister of Transportation
regarding the ‘feasibility study’ that the government is
completing in regards to a bridge to Mudge and Gabriola
Islands. Also, while it’s been reported that at least one councillor
thinks that ‘most Gabriolans’ are in favour of a bridge, in fact
we’ve collected more than 1,500 signatures from Gabriolans and
Mudge Islanders alone on a petition against bridges to our
islands.
We believe that, should the government actually ignore our

concerns and build a bridge from Vancouver Island to Mudge
and Gabriola Islands, the City of Nanaimo could be seriously
economically impacted. The economy of downtown Nanaimo
is strongly supported by Gabriolans. This is a consequence of
the BC Ferry terminal being positioned in this area. Removing
that terminal would remove all foot traffic and all commuter,
visitor, and tourist traffic associated with Gabriola and Mudge.
We also note with great unease that the study specifically

requests that the contractor consider the construction of a two
and four lane highway and bridge. Why, we ask, would any
thought of a four lane highway to an island with a year-round
population of approximately 4,000 be considered? 
The only scenario that we have been able to imagine is that

the government may indeed be quietly considering the concept
of a BC Ferry terminal on Gabriola to shorten the trip to the
mainland. This concept is outlined on the government’s website,
www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/reports_and_studies/fixed_lin
k/fixed_link.htm.
We believe that if this should happen, Departure Bay and

Duke Point would cease operations. Should this occur, Nanaimo
would again lose significant traffic as most travellers would
bypass the city.
We are respectfully requesting that you and your Council

consider re-visiting this issue and express your concerns to the
Minister.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this request.

Stephen O’Neill, Gabriola Island

Readers’ $30 annual voluntary
subscriptions make a big difference! 
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MEET ING
School District #64 (Gulf Islands).
Regular meeting of the Board 
of School Trustees will be held on
Wednesday, March 11, 2015 at
Saltspring Island Middle School
(SIMS). Meeting commencing at
1pm. Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school–board
-meetings. Public Welcome! 
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School District #64 (Gulf Islands) REGISTRATION
INFORMATION FOR 2015/2016

KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION has been extended to March 15. If
you are new to the district and have a child who will be five (5) years of age on or
before December 31, 2015 (born in 2010), please register them at the school in your
residential catchment area.
Parents or Guardians:  
Please bring with you the following documentation:

•    Verification of the child’s birth date and citizenship status (birth certificate, passport
or Landed Immigrant authorization) 
•    Care Card, and
•    Immunization records.

CROSS BOUNDARY TRANSFER REQUESTS must be completed
annually by parents/guardians who wish to transfer their child to a school out of their
catchment area (reference: Policy and Procedure 530). The cross boundary transfer
request form can be found at http://sd64.bc.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2012/01/cross_boundary_request2014.pdf. Parents must first get
signatures from both Principals before the form is submitted to the School Board Office
for the Superintendent’s approval. Upon receipt at the School Board Office the form will
be time and date stamped. The deadline for accepting cross boundary request forms is
March 15.
This does not apply for normal grade transitions to the next level at another
school within the prescribed catchment area. 
LATE FRENCH IMMERSION and MY SEEC (Middle Years Shared
Ecological Education Centre). Please contact Saltspring Island Middle School for
application forms. Registration and water taxi transportation are subject to School
District Policies/Procedures 530 and 700 available at http://sd64.bc.ca/district/policies-
and-procedures/. The deadline for accepting Late French Immersion and MY SEEC
registration forms March 15.

For many years, Canadian governments
could rely on a sage and experienced
cadre of diplomats. Canada has

traditionally had a fine foreign service. Its
officers represent a standard of excellence
envied by the world. To gain entry to the foreign
service was a competitive process. Only the best
and the brightest were accepted. Those with
language skills and cultural sensitivity,
those with experiences overseas, had
a leg up. It is so much a part of the
fabric of government that it is
hard to imagine any
government, regardless of its
political bend, being less than
supportive of our diplomats.
Quietly, with virtually no

media attention, Stephen
Harper is changing the rules on
the foreign service. To be fair, the
undermining of staffing and resources
is not new. The Canadian Foreign Service is
suffering from the neglect of successive
governments. Retired friends who served in
various diplomatic postings have shared their
own stories with me. But it must be said that the
Harper administration, in particular, has
underestimated the importance of a robust
diplomatic corps with highly-trained officers.
As part of its fiscal programme to dig

Canada out of the deficit, diplomatic properties
around the world are being sold. This garage
sale approach to diplomacy carries with it a
heavy cost. Canada’s influence around the
world depends on the relationship forged in
those elegant residences of Canada’s
ambassadors. Other nations will take note of
the diminished level of interest Canada takes
in the world when events hosted by Canada
take place in hotels. It is a prime example of
being penny-wise and pound-foolish. 
The relationship between the Harper

administration and the foreign service
snapped in the summer of 2013 when 1,350
foreign service officers went on strike. This
created real difficulties for foreign students
planning to come to Canada, as student visas
were delayed and work permits were stalled. 
There was a significant cost to the strike.

But the Professional Association of Foreign
Service Officers felt they had no choice. They
were being paid less than workers in other
similar Ottawa postings. They made the case
they were paid $10-14,000 less than workers
in Canada for similar work. The foreign service
officers pointed out that foreign postings
involved additional costs that were not taken
into consideration. The Harper spin machine
responded that the diplomats wanted an
unreasonable amount of compensation,
claiming that they had a vast range of perks,
private schools and other ‘elite’ benefits.
Eventually the strike was settled, but I believe

the seeds were sown then for a dismantling of
the concept of a career foreign service. 
I think the lustre of being elite is part of the

reason for the clear animosity of Stephen
Harper for the foreign service officers. Given
his lack of any experience in knowing the world
prior to becoming Prime Minister, he is both
resentful of and threatened by the diplomats.

One prominent Canadian
diplomat told me of a meeting
with Stephen Harper,
when he had not been
Prime Minister for long.
The diplomat had been
summoned to provide
a briefing on Canada’s
role in Africa. Harper
stopped him within a
few minutes and said

words to the effect of ‘you
must be mistaken in thinking I

have any interest in Africa’. 
The current management fetish in the

Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade (DFAIT) is to eliminate
the notion of a career cadre of foreign service
officers. Staff at DFAIT have been told that the
departmental staff should all be transferable to
and from other departments. I have heard
from numerous officers in foreign affairs that
the human resources officers have told
diplomats that they should not expect that they
will stay within the foreign service. 
The existence of the foreign service is being

labeled as ‘elitist’. It is now suggested that any
civil servant in the federal government should
be able to have a foreign posting—but only
once in their career. I have had this confirmed
to me by a Cabinet member in a private
conversation; he challenged me as to why I
thought we should keep the ‘elitist’ system of
the current foreign service. 
The notion that any civil servant–whether

from public works or fisheries and oceans–
should have a crack at an overseas posting
without any additional training is simply
bizarre. It will ensure that we no longer have any
capacity to engage in the sensitive relationship
building, the indispensible local knowledge of
foreign cultures and governments that builds
peace and stability in the world. 
Our embassies will become mere

processing stops for visas and passports; our
ambassadors mere cheerleaders for Canadian
trade, with no knowledge about anything
deeper than the superficial. Canada’s overseas
diplomats will become a company of tourists.
I have seen nothing about this in our media.

Canadians need to know this. I am (as you may
suspect) keeping a list of all those things that
must be fixed as soon as the Harper era comes
to an end later this year. Repairing our foreign
service is on a very long list. 0

‘It will ensure that
we no longer have any

capacity to engage in the
sensitive relationship building,

the indispensible local
knowledge of foreign cultures
and governments that builds

peace and stability in
the world. ’

Unmaking our professional
foreign civil service - Elizabeth May

Norwegian Salmon Farms
In Norway, the escape of diseased North
American steelhead into the fjords has caused
an uproar. The fish, according to Norwegian
law, should have been slaughtered while still in
fish farms. Now, however, they are swimming
in Norwegian rivers, carrying a harmful
pancreatic disease to other fish.
In BC, Norwegian company Grieg Seafood

is hoping to put two more salmon farms in
Knight Inlet. The area is important for shrimp
and wild Chinook salmon and has tidal currents
that can carry particles 10km in a single tide.
Meanwhile, Elisabeth Grieg is urging other

companies to limit their impact on climate
change. In a letter to the leaders of Norway’s
top 500 companies, she stated the importance
of committing to tackle climate change.
BC Responds to Mount
Polley Recommendations

The BC government has decided to act on
some of the Mount Polley Independent Review
Panel’s recommendations. The Chief Inspector
of Mines has sent a letter to every mine in the
province requiring that they confirm whether
or not the foundation materials in their tailing
dams are the same as those at the Mount
Polley site, and if so, whether sufficient testing
has been completed. Independent tailings dam
review boards will also become mandatory for
operating mines. 
The government of BC supports the panel’s

recommendation that the Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
develop guidelines to improve site
investigations, and are working to determine
ways to implement best available technologies
at tailing dams.

Act Will Position BC to
Regulate LNG in Federal Ports
Introduced into the BC Legislature on
February 16, Bill 12, The Federal Port
Development Act (FPDA), extends provincial
authority and application of provincial law to
LNG-related development on federal port
lands. 
Introduced by Deputy Premier and Minister

of Natural Gas Development Rich Coleman, it
creates a regulatory structure that connects with
the 2014 amendments made by the federal
government to the Canada Marine Act. 

FPDAauthorizes the province to enter into
agreements with the federal government and
a federal port to administer and enforce
provincial law on port lands. Agreements
under the FPDAwould detail how the BC Oil
and Gas Commission would oversee
development and operations of LNG facilities
at a federally regulated port.
LNG Federal Tax Break

Prime Minister Harper has announced a
special 30% Capital Cost Allowance for natural
gas liquefaction equipment. The tax saving
results in the federal government making a
contribution to the capital cost of this
equipment. The tax concession will last until
2024, said Harper.
The federal tax allowance will be in addition

to provincial tax concessions announced, or not
yet announced, by BC Premier Christy Clark.
Some 19 groups have indicated active

interest in setting up LNG processing plants in
BC. However, none of the groups have yet
made a firm commitment.
Solar Plane Takes To The Air
A solar powered plane has taken to the air on a
round-the-world journey. The plane, Solar
Impulse 2, is the first of its kind to be able to fly
for several days and nights without stopping.
It will land twelve times on its nearly
35,000km trip and will take five days to cross
the Pacific Ocean without using fuel—
travelling a distance of 8,500km. 
‘We want to demonstrate that clean

technology and renewable energy can achieve
the impossible,’ said Solar Impulse chairman
Bertrand Piccard. The plane, a carbon-fibre
single seater, has four electric motors with
rechargeable lithium batteries, which will be
powered by the 17,249 solar cells that are built
into the wings. 
The plane can travel between 50-100 km/h,

and its journey is expected to take up to five
months.

News Shorts

NEWS SHORTS, please turn to page 4
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MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268 

BUY RECYCLED HOMES

250-388-5788
info@colonialrailings.com

The Doldrums
Now basic English is foolproof
And logic also helps the truth;
And so I wonder when I see
Use of the word ‘economy’.
Now ‘economic’s what you say
When someone makes a project pay;
It meant a thrifty, careful trend
Conserving resource to that end.
And economic management
Could be applied to government;
We called it ‘The Economy’
Since that is what it seemed to be;
But is it now? No, that’s a fact
Since Big Oil got into the act;
Economists may wonder how
To put it all together now.
For now with oil as their resource
Maybe they’re backing the wrong horse!
All well and good while prices soar,
But not so now they’ve hit the floor.
Now prices at the petrol pump,
Depend which way the cat will jump!
And gas that’s cheap for you and me
Is not what government wants to see.
Also it seems—don’t get me wrong
They’ve had it good for far too long; 
This fossil-fuel’s dynamite
For our environmental plight,
And less investment as a trend
Means less pollution in the end.
So, with this quote I will conclude 
‘It’s an ill wind that blows nobody good!’

H Barry Cotton

and rivers, but that there is no risk of the dam
overtopping or breaking. However, over the years of
Site C operation, will the capacity of the reservoir be
affected by the cumulative effects of deposited silt?
The frequency of landslides is expected by BCHydro

to rise once the reservoir is in place. The Peace River
Valley is already prone to landslides such as theAttachie
Slide in 1973, which deposited over 6 million m3 of
material into what might soon be the Site C reservoir.

Increasing Seismic Activity
A little-discussed risk associated with the Site C Dam is
the possibility of an increasing rate of seismic activity.
Already in the region, earthquakes are becoming more
frequent as a result of nearby fracking operations. 
In January this year, the British Columbia Oil and

Gas Commission (BCOGC) reported that more than
230 minor earthquakes were the results of fracking
activities in the North East of BC during a 14-month
period in 2013/14. This is the only period ever reported
and it is not known whether this is a high period for
seismic activity or a low one.
The BCOGC released this report a month after the

approval of the Site C Dam—despite the information
being available before. It was never mentioned during
the review process for Site C, either by BCHydro or by
Energy Minister Bill Bennett.
The budget for the Site C Dam has been spiralling

out of control, and engineering changes may take some
of the blame. The dam has now been designed to
withstand a 7.6 magnitude earthquake, for instance. It
is not clear what the likelihood is of such a quake
happening in the region.
Pressuring The Tectonic Plates

Earthquakes have also been known to be created by
dam reservoirs themselves. The massive weight of the
water upon the tectonic plates can cause the earth to
bend and shift. The Hoover Dam on the Colorado River,

for example, was believed to create 600 minor
earthquakes after its construction in the 1930s. The
Three Gorges Dam in China also registered some 3,429
small quakes during its 6.5 years of construction—a
thirty-fold increase over the seismic activity in pre-
construction years.
First Nations’ Treaty 8 Land

Much of the region that will be flooded is on Treaty 8
First Nations land. Approximately 78 First Nations
heritage sites will be flooded, including burial grounds
with cultural and spiritual significance. 
Treaty 8 promised that the First Nations inhabitants

of the land would have the right to continue fishing,
trapping and gathering on their land indefinitely.
However, there are two very different interpretations
of the treaty. The first is an oral treaty which is
understood by First Nations as the legal treaty and
states there will be noforced interference with their way
of life. The other interpretation is the official legal
document; it states that the right to hunt and fish on
ceded land was given—except land used for forestry,
mining, settlement or ‘other purposes’.

Legal Challenges
First Nations have demonstrated strong opposition to
the project. The Union of BC Indian Chiefs made their
position clear by stating that Site C ‘will never see the
light of day’. 
There are currently six legal challenges against Site

C, from both First Nations and local farmers. 
‘We believe it to be an incredibly short-sighted and

stupid decision,’ said Grand Chief Stewart Philip. ‘It’s
not about the money. It’s about the environment, it’s
about the land—about constitutional rights, treaty
rights and so on and so forth. It’s about a way of life.’
Among the many lawsuits, First Nations plan to seek

an injunction that will prevent construction from
beginning until all of their legal challenges have been
concluded. 0
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Over 250 people filled Gabriola’s community hall on February 13 to hear Paul
Manly, Green Party candidate for Nanaimo-Ladysmith, and Green Party leader
Elizabeth May speak.

Tothe delighted surprise of local birders,
it appears that some western bluebirds
from a reintroduced population in the

Cowichan Valley have spent the winter on
Vancouver Island rather than migrating to the
Washington and Oregon mainland, as
expected by local conservation groups. 
‘After receiving confirmed reports of a few

western bluebirds in Duncan in November and
then two western bluebirds in Metchosin in
December, we began to suspect; and there could
be no mistaking that they were overwintering
here when a flock of as many as 14 were spotted
at Mount Tzuhalem Ecological Reserve near
Duncan in mid-January,’ says Bring Back the
Bluebirds project coordinator Jemma Green.
This most recent sighting was reported by

Terry Wiley, who was hiking and spotted the
flock. She managed to get a photo of four of them.
Bring Back the Bluebirds project to

reintroduce the species is led by the Garry Oak

Ecosystems Recovery Team. Each bluebird
released or hatched by the project wears a
combination of coloured leg bands, which
signifies that the bird belongs to the
reintroduced population and helps project
conservationists identify individuals. All of the
birds in Wiley’s photograph sported the bands.
The unseasonably warm winter is likely the

cause of this altered behaviour. What is less
clear is how this will impact recovery efforts. 
A warden of the ecological reserve,

Genevieve Singleton, reports that the bluebirds
have not been seen on Mount Tzouhalem since
that day in mid-January, but that they are
likely nearby and soon to be joined by others
returning from migration. 
Singleton encourages southern Vancouver

Island and Gulf Islands residents to ‘keep their
eyes open’ and report any additional sightings
to bluebird@goert.ca. 0

Bluebirds on Vancouver Island

BC Ferries Sailings Down,
Earnings Up

For the three months ending December 31, 2014, BC
Ferries reports 41,000 sailings, compared to 45,000
sailings for the same period in 2013. The reduction
represents the ‘service level adjustments’ planned to
reduce costs. 
Vehicle traffic was 1.7 million vehicles, 0.7% less

than the same period in 2013; 4.2 million passengers
were carried, a 1.1% reduction.
For the nine month period ending December 31,

2014, vehicle traffic was 0.4% less than the same
period in 2013; passenger traffic was 0.3% less. But
on the major routes, vehicle traffic was 0.3% higher
and passenger traffic 0.5% higher than the previous
year. For the entire system, nine months operating
expenses were up $10.2 million, but total revenue
was up $33.7 million. Nine months earnings were
$84.2 million, up from $56.3 million for the same
period in 2013. (BC Ferries’ fiscal year end is March
31, so the low-traffic fourth quarter is still to come.)
This past year, BC Seniors’ weekday discounts

were halved. Since fuel prices have come down, the
fuel surcharge was removed last December.
The first steel was cut on January 16 for the first

of three new intermediate class ferries (to replace
Queens of Nanaimo and Burnaby). Midlife
upgrades toSpirit of British Columbia and Spirit of
Vancouver Island have also been approved. All
these vessels will be capable of running on either
marine diesel or LNG.
The keel for the Denman Island cable ferry was

laid on November 28 last year.

Weaver Wins Defamation 
Lawsuit

Climate scientist Andrew Weaver won a defamation
lawsuit in the BC Supreme Court in February. He
was awarded $50,000. The ruling confirmed that
articles published in theNational Post in 2009 and
2010 defamed Weaver’s character. They refered to
him as an alarmist, a sensationalist, and ‘Canada’s
warmest spinner-in-chief’, as well as saying that he
‘cherry-picked’ data. 
The lawsuit lists Terence Corcoran, editor of the

Financial Post; Kevin Libin, a journalist who
contributes to the Financial Post; Peter Foster, a
columnist with the National Post; and National Post
publisher Gordon Fisher. The National Postrefused
to publish a retraction of the articles, or to remove
them from its website.
Andrew Weaver is currently MLA for Oak Bay-

Gordon Head and has been a lead author on a
number of the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change reports.

Elizabeth May Speaks On Budget
Elizabeth May was awarded  ‘Best Orator’ in the
Maclean’s magazine’s Parlimentarian of the Year
awards in 2014. Following is a small example of her
speaking.
January 27, House of Commons: ‘Mr 

   Speaker, I appreciate the official opposition 
   choosing today to have a special debate on the
   current economic situation and the absence of
   an economic update.
‘Going to first principles in this debate, I
would put it to my friend that fundamental to

our form of democracy is that Parliament
controls the public purse. The first
parliamentary budgetary officer, Kevin Page,
has made it clear that is no longer true. 
‘Since I entered this place, none of us, as
members of Parliament, have received
sufficient information to vote on any budget.
In the last number of years, the budgets have
been missing something. They are generally
referred to as ‘budgets’, but there have been no
total statements of revenues, no total
statements of expenses, and no bottom lines. 
In other words, I think the so-called spring
budget should be called the ‘annual thick
brochure’. It contains a lot of political
promises, but none of the information that the
finance minister claims he needs to present a
budget.’ 
Residential School Demolished
On February 18, hundreds of residential school
survivors and their supporters and families gathered
to witness the beginning of the demolition of St
Michael’s Indian Residential School in Alert Bay. 
Also present were representatives of the Anglican

Church. More than 500 people crowded onto the
former school grounds for the all-day event,
L’tustolagalis (translated from Kwak’wala, it means
‘Rising Up, Together’). 
Many First Nations survivors of residential

schools gave recollections of the traumatic
experiences that hundreds of children went through.
There was song, prayer, and the lighting of a sacred
flame to honour the children who never returned to
their homelands. 0
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Ilive in the middle of Saturna Island. Even from here I canhear the Mayne Queenon the rare occasions when she blows
her foghorn. We had some fog in February and Navy

Channel and Plumper Sound must have been closed-in—we only
had wisps up here—because she blew her foghorn at regular
intervals while bringing in the morning passengers.
When I first lived here in the 1970s, you could always tell

approximately what time it was, not only because of the light of
day, but also by the sound of the ferry. She used to sound her
whistle as she came into Lyall Harbour and as she left, three
times a day. As a young adult on Saturna, I had a good way to
row and a long way to walk if I wanted to go into town. When I
heard that deep sonorous blare, I picked up my pace and ripped
down the hill to jump onto her deck. 
It’s rare to hear her now and it is fun to think that even with

all the best and most refined navigational gadgetry, when the
fog folds down, she blows her horn long and loud as she noses
down the channel between Pender and Mayne, heading for
Lyall Harbour. I think we have been so fortunate to have the
grand old Mayne Queen for as long as we have—scale, size, best
crews and we know her secret—she has the sassiest engines and
she sails when the big Spirit boats are confounded and staying
in port. She brings us home, fogbound or windblown.

Saturna Lambing
Seen exhausted islanders around? They may be lamb farmers.
The Campbells have close to 90 lambs so far and expect 120.
They are bone-tired from assisting ewes giving birth, cosseting
and caring for abandoned and rejected lambs, looking after
those that are just not thriving, and taking caring of lambs and
ewes that have died. 
The Campbells have two teams working, the early morning

6am team and the after 11pm team. Lambing is an intense time
for sheep farmers. The ewes are all bred at the same time so that
with any luck farmers avoid the worst of winter ice, snow and

southeasters, have spring grass for the ewes, and have lamb
ready for market by July.
The Campbells are always great about welcoming us lamb

enthusiasts who come down to south Saturna to be a part of the
sheep bedlam of bleating animals, feeding, and mucking-out
stalls—all the watching, thinking about, and caring for that go
into good animal husbandry. 
You can’t help but be stirred by the basic elements of life and

birth all around you. Holding a new baby, feeding it and
watching the interactions between its siblings and mother is
fascinating. Some lambs get great mothering and some don’t,
some get the right human intervention and, for some, you just
don’t get it right and the light of life goes out.
Jacques has young women, Erin and Desiree, working full

time; the help of excellent wwoofers; and the border collies, Celt,
Alice and Boots. 

Down at Sandy Bay, Rick Jones, Jason and Stella-the-new-
pup are caring for that Saturna flock.

Saturna Community Hall
Saturna Community Club directors are working on a new set of
regulations and directives to ensure that Community Hall users
toe-the-line and clean the hall clean for the next people who
want to use it. Regulations and directives—tough language! 
It’s a shake-up to remind us all—after our hall event is done

and all our planning has paid-off—that though we are tired and
want to go home to bed, we are going to clean the hall as it needs
to be cleaned. It may be 10:30pm—and just how dirty is that
kitchen floor, really?—but grab that mop, clean that floor, and
smile, thinking about the fun you just had and the next event
you have marked on your calendar. Then the person who walks
through the door tomorrow will arrive to a welcoming, shiny-
clean space and can get on with their event. 
We are blessed with community halls all over the islands up-

and-down the coast. Sometimes there are two, because at some
point the island in question had differing religions, politics, or
culture. Perhaps the newcomers or the oldcomers—or any two
groups—just couldn’t see eye-to-eye. 
Our halls have a million variations on a large clean space,

chairs, tables, sofas, stages, pianos, lighting set ups, sound
systems, great acoustics, possibly a gym space and fully set up
kitchens. What an asset to us all to be able to host more than
what our homes can handle in space or intimacy—our social
desires have a place to be met. All of these unique buildings with
their island histories need managing: insurance, cleaning,
maintaining, and meeting government standards for fire and
safety. This takes work, commitment and commitees. 
And mostly it takes will and good intent to remember the

larger good that our halls play in supporting our rich, vibrant
communities that can easily get together for art, culture, politics,
and social events. 0
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 Fountains & Watergardens 
 Well Pumps & Water Systems 
 Waste Water Pumps & Controls 
 Water Treatment & Filtration 

 Swimming Pools & Spas 
 Rainwater Harvesting

 Landscape Lighting
Irrigation

www.vanislewater.com
461 Dupplin Road  Victoria B.C.   250-383-7145

stem Experts The Water Sy
Since 1972

Michel Simard International Tax Specialist
United States Canada Tax Reporting ■ Planning - Consulting
UNITED STATES CANADA TAX REPORTING SERVICE

PO Box 594
Quathiaski Cove. BC, VOP1NO

250-285-2725
1-800-330-2944

FAX:1-886-298-9429
uscanadatax@gicable.com
www.ameri-cantaxes.com

Saturday & Sunday, March 7 and 8
Vancouver Island Bead & Jewellery Show—For jewellery

makers and jewellery lovers;
35+ exhibitors offering gems,
beads, pearls, new products,
findings, tools, kits, artisan

jewellery, hands-on classes and inspiration galore • Main Hall,
Saanich Fairgrounds • 10am–5pm each day • Tickets online or at
the door: $10/single day, $12/ weekend • Info: tickets, class
registration, and exhibitors: www.vibjs.ca • SAANICH
Monday, March 9 to Sunday, March 22
Spring Break Family Fun Swims—Enjoy the wavepool,
waterslide, diving boards, inflatable, pirate ship, toddler pool,
swirlpool, steam, sauna, family changerooms, and Aqua Terra
Cafe • Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right
off Pat Bay Hwy at Royal Oak Exit) • Info for swim times: 24-hour
Swim Info-line, 250.475.7620 • SAANICH
Fridays and Saturdays, March 13 & 4, 27 & 28
Creative Stitches and Crafting Alive! Show—over 70

educational seminars, exhibits, demos,
door prizes, free fashion stage shows •
Victoria: March 13-14, Pearkes
Recreation Centre, 3100 Tillicum Road •
Abbotsford: March 27-28, Tradex, 1190
Cornell Street • Fridays 9am–6pm,
Saturdays 9am-5pm • Admission $12 •
Info: 1.855.723.1156,

www.creativestitchesshow.com • VICTORIA, ABBOTSFORD 
Thursday, March 19 to Saturday, March 21
James & Jamesy in High Tea—British comedians, James &

Jamesy present their new tea infused
comedy; a celebration of imagination
and friendship; rated five stars by the
CBC • Artspring • Nightly at 8pm,
Saturday at 2pm • Tickets: $5-$20 at
www.artspring.ca or 250.537.2102 •
SALT SPRING

Saturday, March 21
Pender Island’s Seedy Saturday—Join in the fun
and gardening enthusiasm; the theme this year is
‘succession planting’; seed swaps and sales;
plants, food, market sales; information galore;
don’t miss this event • Community Hall • 10am to
1pm • PENDER

Wed, Thurs, Sat, March 28, April 2, 8 & 9
Southern Gulf Islands Community Forums—Meet and talk
with Saanich North and the Islands MLA Gary Holman • PENDER:
Saturday, March 28, 6-7:30pm; Hope Bay Studio, #5-4301
Bedwell Harbour Rd • GALIANO: Thursday, April 2, 7-8:30pm;
Galiano Community Library, #2-1290 Sturdies Bay Rd • MAyNE:
Wednesday, April 8, 6:30-8pm; Mayne Agricultural Hall, 430
Fernhill Rd • SATuRNA: Thursday, April 9, 7- 8:30pm; Saturna
Community Hall • PENDER, GALIANO, MAyNE, SATuRNA
Fridays, May 8 and May 15
ArtCraft Registration Deadline—Call for new applications and

registration for ArtCraft 2015, BC’s longest running,
juried, arts and crafts show, representing the best of
the Gulf Islands • Resgistration: for those new and/or
to be juried: May 8; for returning exhibitors: May 15 •
Show runs from June 12-September 20 • All textiles

and anyone not in ArtCraft 2014 will be juried • Registration and
info: www.ssartscouncil.com, or call: Richard Steel, 250.537.0899
• SOuTHERN GuLF  ISLANDS
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Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

 

 

 

 
 

rainwater
Gabriola

March 28th
Cedar

April 11th

water wise
veggie gardening

Yellow Point
May 9th

lawn
Nanaimo

March 21st

For more info: 
 Visit www.teamwatersmart.ca

 Call 1-888-828-2069 or email recparks@rdn.bc.ca
To register:

 Call 2 0- 6- 200 or lawn alterna es 

Saturna Notes
Priscilla Ewbank

Photo: Rick Graham

Photo: Rick Graham
Priscilla hugs a black lamb.

email: islandtides@islandtides.com
250.216.2267 • Next Deadline: March 11

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS



In a couple of weeks, hummingbirds will be at thefeeders and turkey vultures will be circling
overhead. Last October, BC SPCA Wild ARC

received a call from a Saanich resident reporting that
an injured immature turkey vulture was unable to fly. 
Wild ARC staff promptly contacted Jeff Krieger

from Alternative Wildlife Solutions to lend an expert
hand in rescuing the bird. The vulture was brought
to Wild ARC’s facility in Metchosin to receive
medical care. Wildlife rehabilitators performed an
examination and determined that TUVU 14-2226
was suffering from a fractured right leg. TUVU 14-
2226 is the turkey vulture’s identification code. It
also refers to the fact that he was the 2226th patient
admitted at Wild ARC in 2014.
Although turkey vultures do not use their legs

and talons to hunt and capture live prey, they need
to have good use of them to hold down carcasses
while ripping off pieces with their sharp, hooked
bill. They also have to be able to land on branches
and support their heavy weight, being over 1.5kg (3.5lbs). 
The Juan De Fuca Veterinary clinic donated the use of their

digital x-ray machine to take radiographs of the leg. It was then
clear that TUVU had a mid-shaft fracture of his tibiotarsus, the
largest of the two bones between the knee and the hock. Often
with those types of fractures, a surgical fixation is required to
stabilize the bone. Dr Ken Langelier at Island Veterinary
Hospital in Nanaimo was consulted and generously offered to
perform the surgery free of charge.
While TUVU awaited surgery, Wild ARC’s rehabilitators

applied a splint to his leg to temporarily stabilise it. He was also
administered anti-inflammatory and pain control drugs, and
homeopathic remedies on a daily basis. Unfortunately, due to
the nature of the injury and the complexity of stabilising the
wild bird’s leg, the fibula, the smallest bone adjacent to the
tibiotarsus, also broke prior to surgical repair. Nonetheless, it

did not compromise Dr Langelier’s ability to insert a surgical
pin in the largest bone, which provided the necessary support
for both bones to heal. The surgery took place on Thanksgiving
eve and TUVU remained under Dr Langelier’s watch over
Thanksgiving dinnertime until a Wild ARC’s transport
volunteer brought him back to the facility.
When kept in a captive setting, wild animals are under

considerable stress and paired with an injury, in some cases,
they will refuse to self-feed. TUVU was one of those patients.
Wild ARC rehabilitators had to hand-feed him for several weeks
before he started eating on his own. It was a reassuring moment
when he ate his first meal because it meant that the frequency
of interaction with the bird could be decreased, allowing him
to recover and heal while minimizing his stress. 
In order to gradually increase his activity level to allow the leg

to progressively heal, TUVU moved from a small enclosure to
larger ones as his leg became stronger. During progress

examinations, further radiographs were taken and he received
cold laser therapy to speed up recovery, also donated by the Juan
De Fuca Veterinary Clinic. It took several weeks after the surgery
for TUVU to become more comfortable standing on his leg.
One month after the surgery, TUVU was brought back to

Island Veterinary Hospital for Dr Langelier to remove the pin.
The surgery and fracture repair was a success. For the next few
months, TUVU continued healing and took advantage of Wild
ARC’s largest flight pen to regain full use of his leg while being
able to fly and rebuild his muscles and stamina. TUVU still has
a limp, but he can perform all the necessary tasks needed to
survive in the wild.
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*Proof of income is required. For example, a family of four with an annual household income under $57,200 would be 
eligible for the program. Products installed depend on the individual characteristics of the home and other program criteria. 
Only BC Hydro electrically-heated or FortisBC gas-heated single family houses, townhouses and duplexes are eligible for 
insulation upgrades and gas furnace replacements. Furnace replacement is only available to FortisBC gas customers that 
meet FortisBC’s consumption threshold. Visit bchydro.com/ecap for full eligibility details. O�er subject to change.

44
65

We’re working together to help BC save energy.

BC Hydro and FortisBC’s FREE Energy 
Conservation Assistance Program  
coming to the Gulf Islands this Spring! 
Apply by March 28 to participate.

The Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP) provides FREE home  
energy assessments and no-cost installation of energy-saving products for 
BC Hydro residential customers who live in a house, townhouse or mobile home, 
and meet the income requirement*.

Products installed may include: 
• Energy-saving light bulbs 
• Door weatherstripping 
• High-e�ciency showerheads

Some homes may even qualify for an ENERGY STAR® fridge, insulation in walls, 
attics and/or crawlspaces, and a high-e�ciency gas furnace.

Find out more at bchydro.com/ecap  
or call 1 877 806 3242. 
Use Promo Code: GULF

  
    

       

If you already get an Island Tides in your mailbox, your $30
annual voluntary subscription makes a big difference—

more photos and more pages of news. Please mail your sub
today or phone 250-216-2267. Thank you! 

www.beaconcs.ca

Join Our Team

Community Health Workers

Casual Community Health Workers 
needed to provide personal care for the 
Southern Gulf Islands, particularly on 
Mayne Island & Galiano Island.

Required Quali�cations:

Certi�cate; or 1 year nursing education.

hiring process.

and compensated.

We are especially interested in evening 

Starting wage: $18.95/hr + 9.6% in 
lieu of bene�ts

Please submit your resume, with 
your hours of work availability to 
hr@beaconcs.ca  or:

Fax: 250-361-8720;  Mail:

2723 Quadra Street
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A Different Kind of Thanksgiving Turkey
Christina Carrières

DAVID MURRAY MACKENZIE 1953-2015
We are deeply saddened to
announce that our beloved
David passed away on
February 23, after a valiant
fight against cancer. David was
the most beloved father and
best friend of Liam MacKenzie
and beloved step-father of
Morgan Dudley; beloved
brother of the late Nan Brown
(Keith), late Maggi Irvine
(Bob), Kim (Sandi), Bethany
Belton, and Colin (Kathy);
beloved uncle and great uncle;
son of the late magnificent
Babs (Webber) MacKenzie and Jack MacKenzie; and the
beloved sweetheart of Christine Shantz. 
David was such a wonderfully talented, passionate and

kind man, who could always tell a fantastic tale. His intricate
and unique woodwork is all over Pender Island, a visual and
tangible homage to his talent. We will always remember
hearing his music and savour all the times he pulled together
evenings of musical magic. A great friend to so many across
the globe and here on Pender Island. He will be so deeply
missed.

TURKEY VULTURE, please turn to next page
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

Serving The Gulf Islands & BC since 1988
info@watertiger.net  TF: 1-855-777-1220

IS YOUR
WELL WATER

SAFE TO DRINK?
Contamination can occur

without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

Peter Christenson  •  250-858-9575
www.shorelinedesign.ca

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Fully insured

• Excellent
references

• Specializing in water• Specializing in water

access over steep access over steep 

& rugged & rugged 

terrainterrain

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a

deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm      

250.539.2936
SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

is offering two scholarships
to students presently attending 

Gulf Islands Secondary School
Completed applications must be submitted to the GISS
Counselling Department no later than March 31, 2015.
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition LMHAS is offering a
Continuing Education Bursary

to a GISS graduate who has completed at least 1 year of
a healthcare course of study.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
and a “Back to School” Bursary

to a mature adult who wishes to 
pursue a career in a health related field.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Information & application forms available at
LMHAS Thrift Shop and on our web-site.

WWW.LMHAS.CA
Application deadline is March 31, 2015
All applicants must be continuing 

their studies in a healthcare related field.

Canada has been following the federal government’s
attempts at anti-terrorist legislation since the murder of
Warrant Officer Patrice Vincent in Quebec on October

20 last year. Though unconnected, this was followed by the
murder of another soldier who was standing ceremonial guard
at the War Memorial in Ottawa on October 22. A few minutes
later, the single gunman gained entry to the Houses of
Parliament, where he was killed in a shoot-out.
On that day, Prime Minister Harper stated

with conviction that Vincent was killed by
an ISIL (Islamic State of Iraq and
Levant) inspired terrorist. The claim
has since been shown to be false.
Again, on October 23, referring to the
previous day’s events, he said:
‘Canada will never yield to terrorism,
and neither will this House of
Commons.’
The Prime Minister has recently

introduced a second anti-terrorism bill (C-
51), which is being fast-tracked through
Parliament, despite a number of debatable provisions. Polling
firm Angus Reid conducted a small sample poll, and announced
that 80% of Canadians supported the bill. 
Both fast-tracking and the poll were anti-democratic and

illegitimate—and so is the bill.
Two ‘Anti-Terrorism’ Bills

Bill C-44—An Act to amend the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service Act and other Acts was introduced in the House of
Commons last October 27. This Bill permitted CSIS to operate
within or outside Canada, and to maintain the anonymity of
sources. The Bill passed third reading in the House of Commons
on February 2, and is now in the Senate.
On January 30, before C-44 cleared the House of Commons,

the government introduced the second bill, ‘C-51, The Anti-
Terrorism Act, 2015’, a 63-page omnibus bill. C-51 includes: ‘An
Act to Enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act’;
‘The Secure Air Travel Act’, to amend the Criminal Code; ‘The
Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act’; ‘The Immigration
and Refugee Protection Act’; and proposes related and
consequential amendments to otherActs. 
Both bills were subject to ‘Time Allocation’, which limited

debate in the House of Commons, and were rushed through as
fast as possible. C-51 received Second Reading on February 23. 
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Harper announced repeatedly

that we are ‘at war’ with ISIS/ISIL.
The Angus Reid Poll

Members of Parliament have long complained that the
government’s omnibus bills, combined with time allocation,
don’t allow them sufficient time to understand bills, let alone
debate them. In the case of C-51, there has not been sufficient
time for the public to understand the implications of the bill,
either. Yet, on February 9 to 11 the polling firm Angus Reid
carried out a small sample (1,509 respondents) internet poll
about Bill C-51, and announced on February 19 that ‘four out of
five’ Canadians supported C-51. 

Not A Public Referendum
This Angus Reid poll, widely publicized, has been reported in
much of the media as if it were some kind of public referendum
on C-51. 
Hastily conceived, the poll was nothing of the sort. Over half

of the respondents admitted to scant knowledge of the bill. The
questions asked were shallow, the response options allowed
were inadequate, and the final question—support for or
opposition to C-51—did not allow for any shades of opinion. 
Finally, the results seem to have been released for maximum

impact just as the public and parliamentary debate was starting
to achieve momentum.

Are You Really Aware?
The first question of the poll asked whether respondents thought
there was a ‘serious threat of terrorism in Canada’. There were
only two choices. 64% agreed there was; 36% said ‘the threat had
been overblown by politicians and the media’. (Of course, the
main cheerleader for the ‘threat’ was the Prime Minister himself.)
A lack of information and public knowledge was borne out

by Angus Reid’s second question, which asked, ‘If the federal
government introduced new anti-terror legislation, Bill C-51, it
would expand the powers of police agencies and the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). How familiar are you with
the proposed legislation?’
The answers were: 18% read/saw stories about it and

discussed it; 25% saw a story or two and had the odd
conversation; 36% just scanned/saw the headlines; and 20%
had not read/seen anything at all 

Allowing for a little self-justifying exaggeration on the part of
respondents, it would appear that well over half did not know
enough about C-51 to give an informed answer to any survey. This
is not surprising; they had only had a week, and it took some time
for the media to carry out any analysis of this complicated bill.
However, Question 2 validated the government strategy of
rushing the bill through before anyone understood it. 
Don’t Know The Bill? Let Us Tell You
Given the discouraging response to Question 2, one would
have thought that Angus Reid would have abandoned the
poll on the grounds that their respondents didn’t know
what they were talking about. 
Undaunted, Angus Reid ploughed on, interpreting

selected features of the bill and asking respondents
whether they would be in favour of or opposed to
them:
• make it illegal to promote terrorism, with

sentences of up to 5 years: 91% in favour;
• block internet websites that promote terrorism: 89%

in favour;
• make it easier for law enforcement agencies to add a terror

suspect’s name to airline no-fly lists: 87% in favour;
• extend to seven days, instead of three, the length of time a

terrorism suspect can be detained without charge: 80% in
favour, and;
• give government departments the authority to share private

information—such as passport applications or commercial
data—with law enforcement agencies: 81% in favour.
Incidentally, the poll made no mention of CSIS’s new power

to ‘disrupt’ terrorist activities; combine this with the ability to
operate inside or outside Canada (in Bill C-44), and to do
anything short of causing death, bodily harm, or ‘violation of
the sexual integrity’ of an individual.

Oversight
Question 4 was: ‘People point out that the proposed anti-terror
legislation provides for no additional oversight of the police
agencies as they use these expanded powers. Which of the
following broad views is closest to your point of view?’
• we already have adequate oversight of the police agencies,

nothing additional is required in this new legislation: 31%
agreed, and; 
• there should be additional oversight to ensure the police

agencies do not go overboard with these new powers: 69%
agreed.
The government has been unable to explain what ‘oversight’

currently exists for ‘police agencies’ (CSIS had not been
mentioned since Question 2).

Balance
Question 5 was: ‘What is your view of the overall balance
between security concerns in Canadians’ freedom and privacy
under this new anti-terror legislation? Would you say this
proposed legislation’:
• goes way too far, and not enough protection for freedom

and privacy: 19% agreed;
• strikes the right balance overall: 45% agreed; and
• does not go nearly far enough, if you’re not a terrorist you

have nothing to hide: 36% agreed.
However the government has been unwilling (or unable) to

define what a terrorist is; ‘Look it up!’ says Justice Minister Peter
McKay. Even experts very familiar with the legislation might
have difficulty answering this question.

Trust
Question 6 was: ‘Thinking generally about Canadian law
enforcement agencies having expanded powers and access to
people’s personal information, to what extent do you trust them
to use this only for anti-terror purposes and nothing else?’ 
• 12% said they had a great deal of trust;
• 51% said they had a fair amount of trust;
• 27% said they had not that much trust; and
• 10% said they had no trust at all.
It is difficult to determine what factors would have informed

answers to this question.
The ‘Referendum’ Question

And the final question: ‘All things considered, do you
yourself support or oppose the proposed new anti-terrorism
legislation? This is the equivalent of the government’s question:
are you with us, or are you with the terrorists? ’
• 25% strongly support;
• 57% support;
• 12% oppose; and
• 5% strongly oppose.
So 82% supported Bill C-51, despite knowing very little about

what is in it—which is exactly what the government wanted to
hear and have reported in the media. 0

Commentary by Patrick Brown Anti-terrorism, anti-democratic

Lower Vancouver Island is a unique place in Canada. Its
winter climate is mild enough for certain species of migratory
birds to over-winter in the area. Rather than flying to Central
America, a number of turkey vultures are found year-round in
Metchosin. Therefore, Wild ARC staff decided that TUVU had
reached the final stage of rehabilitation and that it was time for
him to return to the wild. On January 30, after 5 months in care,

he was once again able to soar high into the sky with other
turkey vultures, smelling the air in search of their next meal.
For Thanksgiving 2014, BC SPCA Wild ARC Team was able

to give TUVU 14-2226 a second chance at life by providing him
with the surgery he needed. Wild ARC thanks the community
for their support, helping us care for the 2,500 wild patients
admitted annually. For more information about Wild ARC, visit
www.wildarc.com. 0
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media as if it were some kind
of public referendum on
C-51… It is nothing of

the sort.’
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Russell Nursery, Island Agent for Halls Greenhouses
1370 Wain Road, North Saanich, BC (first exit off ferry)
250-656-0384    www.russellnursery.com/greenhouses

Greenhouse Gardening Starts Here!
Halls English Greenhouses are known for high quailty & affordability. 

Five models, 6 or 8ft wide, 4 to14ft long. Easy to assemble kits. 
See our website for details. 

+ =

Photo: Henny Schnare, henny.ca

New moms Cedana Mahonia and Roksan Kohan and their babes bask in late January sunshine at Crescent Beach, Montague Harbour. This portrait will be showcased at
Galiano photographer Henny Schnare’s upcoming exhibition ‘The Spirit of Innovation’ (See RTI, below).

Fehrgus Comes Home
After almost nine long months under the care
of the BC Children’s Hospital, baby Fehrgus,
nicknamed ‘the wizard’ came home to Pender
Island on February 14. It was his first time
away from the hospital and Ronald

MacDonald House; his first time seeing the
ocean, meeting animals, and being introduced
to the community that loves him. 
Fehrgus was born with cancer and has been

through eight months of chemotherapy and
five surgeries. Now, his mother Lindsay
Landry and father David Hooper were finally
able to bring him home. It’s been an
unexpected emotional rollercoaster and
parents and son are so happy to be back.
They were greeted with banners, balloons

and lots of love at the Pender Island ferry
terminal, and Galiano community members
greeted them with signs as the ferry passed by
Galiano. 
A celebration was held at the Pender

community hall in honour of the little wizard.
The community has been raising money for
Fehrgus through fairs, runs, bike rides,

donation boxes, and sales of all kinds ever since
the morning in May—even before he was
born—when he was diagnosed. 
Fehrgus still has five years of checkups and

scans before he is declared cancer-free. His
family and community are taking it one day at

time, looking forward to introducing Fehrgus
to all the new experiences the upcoming spring
has to offer. 
Gulf Island Photography 

Galiano Island photographer Henny Schnare,
a frequent contributor of gorgeous photos to
Island Tides, is showcasing a word and
photography exhibit at the Galiano South Hall
titled ‘The Spirit of Innovation’. On March 14,
the walls will be hung with portraits, each
captioned with the subject’s answer to the
question ‘What does innovation mean to you
and in what ways do you think we can innovate
(in your chosen field) and shape the future of
our Gulf Islands?’
Meanwhile, on Gabriola Island,

photographer Laurie MacBride, also a
contributor to Island Tides, is showing her
photography exhibit, called ‘Afloat in the Salish

Sea: Images of Gabriola’. The show includes
over two dozen prints focused on the wildlife,
plants, forests, wetlands and shorelines that
make up Gabriola’s beautiful natural
environment, and runs from now until March
30, downstairs at the Gabriola Health Centre.
Final Grace Islet Settlement
As of February 16, The Nature Conservancy
holds official title to Salt Spring’s Grace Islet. 
The BC government contributed $5.45

million to the purchase of the First Nations
burial ground, with $850,000 for the land and
a $4.6 million settlement agreement with
Barry Slawsky, the previous owner. A
government press release stated that, ‘this
amount represents costs incurred over the past
two decades by the landowner and his lost
opportunity for future enjoyment of the
property. Incurred costs include items such as
utility installation and archaeological,
architectural and professional fees; as well as
building contract and material costs for
construction of a high-end house.’
The Nature Conservancy, local First

Nations and the Province are working on a
remediation plan and long-term conservation
management plan for the islet.
Colwood Smart Technology
The Solar Colwood program is offering
incentives for residents of Colwood to
participate in a smart home monitoring system
community pilot project. The project, ‘Smart
Home for Us’ is designed by local company
Horizon Technologies and makes it possible
for participants to check their household’s
energy use from a smart phone or tablet.
Participants can also turn devices on and off
remotely with the new system. A basic Smart
Home for Us energy monitoring system costs
less than $250 after available incentives. A full
package, which allows everything from
appliances to ductless heat pumps to be
remotely controlled, costs around $450 after
incentives. The hope is that this project will

encourage energy use reductions and
heightened awareness of energy use.
Participates in the pilot project will be asked to
give feedback on how the system is working. 
To learn more, go to

www.store.smarthomeforus.ca. 
Island Nursing Cuts

The November 2014 cuts to on-call weekend
nursing coverage on Mayne and Galiano
Islands are still a hot topic of debate for local
residents and politians. Gary Holman, MLA for
Saanich North and the Islands, has asked the
Minister of Health, Terry Lake, to reconsider
the cuts, both in a letter and in Question
Period. 
MLA Holman says he has not yet received

a satisfactory reply. His staff is also working
with Island Health to document how health
services on the Southern Gulf Islands have
changed over recent years.
Meanwhile, Lindsay Allan, Chair of the

Mayne Island Health Care Association, spent
February collecting signatures for a petition
objecting to the elimination of weekend on-call
services. The petition will be submitted to the
Legislature in early March.

Stewardship Awards
Islands Trust’s 2015 Community Stewardship
Awards program is open for nominations until
April 15. Islands Trust is seeking the help of
islanders to identify people, groups and
businesses who are working to protect the
environment and enhance life on their islands.
This is the 14th year that the Community

Stewardship Awards will be presented to
people, businesses and groups whose actions
support the Islands Trust Policy Statement. The
Policy Statement includes policies for ecosystem
preservation and protection; stewardship of
resources such as freshwater, agricultural land
or coastal areas and sustainable communities,
including our cultural heritage and economic
opportunities. 0

R O U N D  T H E  I S L A N D S

Photo: Grace Pohl

Gabriolan Steven Earle has investigated
the greenhouse gas emission
implications of replacing the Quinsam

ferry for a bridge to Gabriola, assuming the
bridge would take the route from the El
Verano Drive area to Cedar via Mudge Island. 
Factors investigated include a possible

increase in traffic between Gabriola and
Vancouver Island, foot passengers who, in the
absence of a ferry, would need to take the bus
or drive to make the crossing, and ferry fuel
usage. 
Multiple scenarios were examined, all of

which, the study concluded, led to an increase
in fossil fuels with the construction of a bridge.
The estimated increase ranged from 26% to
93%, with the lowest increase scenario
assuming no increase in traffic between the
islands and that 20% of foot passengers took
transit. The highest estimate resulted from the
assumption that there would be a 50%
increase in traffic and only 10% of foot
passengers would take the bus.
To read the full study visit:

www.bridgefreesalishsea.wordpress.com. 0

Gabriolan greenhouse gas—ferry or bridge?


